“There It Stands!”

- Century follows century - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Empires rise and fall and are forgotten - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Dynasty succeeds dynasty - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Kings are crowned and uncrowned - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Emperor’s decree it’s extermination - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Atheists rail against it - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Agnostics smile cynically - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Profane prayerless punsters caricature it - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Unbelief abandons it - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Higher critics deny its claim to inspiration - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- The flames are kindled against it - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- The flames are kindled against it - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- The tooth of time gnaws but makes no dent in it - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Infidels predict its abandonment - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Modernism tries to explain it away - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- Denominationalism divides it - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!
- The Supreme Court has ruled it cannot be read in our public schools - BUT THERE IT STILL STANDS!